a team is more
though sometimes less
than the sum of its individuals
People often behave differently in teams and organizations
than you would expect based on their individual preferences
and character. They adapt to the nature of the team culture.
Often this leads to effective forms of cooperation, but also with
some regularity will lead to a team dynamic that is not
effective; what’s there might not come out. Even perfectly
composed teams can get stuck in a communal pattern that
doesn’t work well and brings up negative feelings. To get at the
heart of this sort of pattern is vital for those leading teams.
RealDrives is a powerful method that uses a basis of drives to
fully understand human behavior and to change it. RealDrives
works just as well for individuals as it does for teams and
organizations. RealDrives is available in several languages and
is very applicable in international or multicultural settings.
RealDrives uses an online tool to quickly and simply map out
the drives of individuals and the patterns in teams.

RealDrives and drives
Every person, and also every group, places certain drives up
front. That has big implications for the functioning of managers,
teams, and team members.
RealDrives works with the language of drives. Six drives are
used and each is indicated by a color. The RealDrives colorlanguage is used to describe the drives, perception, and
behavior. In the RealDrives approach behavior arises from the
tension between what people want (their drives) and the context
in which they find themselves (the environment) and is used by
the individual as a means to reach their goals.

values'or'drives'

environment'

must'
want'
can'

behavior'

There is nothing esoteric about drives. They are simple to
measure and allow you to effectively explain and predict
behavior. RealDrives results form a good starting point to
discuss the functioning of teams, providing good leadership to a
team, working together well within a team, and also for an
individual coaching track.

focus on team pattern
cooperation with color
The team pattern is determined based on the drives of all
team members. The team pattern is not just a mathematical
average, but is determined by the application of group
dynamic logic. The calculation takes into account how
much people are influenced by the group, since the
measured drives allow predictions about how people will
adapt to each other.

GROUP HALLMARKS

GROUP DRIVES
ambition
efficiency
goal orientation

to agree & sticking to it

experience oriented

51

harmony
human touch
connection

39

processes & cooperation

insight
vision
strategy

43

future oriented

%

The team pattern result is created to judge whether a group
course correction is needed, and if so, in what areas. These
results can be used on different levels:
1.

group Team X

GROUP FOCUS

to develop & to innovate

43

clarity
structure
transparency

0

trust
unity
care

7

diversity in drives

power
decision
action

the group can see for itself in what areas they are

ambition & action

pushing power

FITTING MANAGEMENT STYLES

strong or weak, and where the biggest risks to
effective function are;
2.

leadership of the group can see in what way to guide
the group to ensure sustainable functioning;

3.

top management can see to what degree selfguidance of a group is possible, and what goals
should be given to the group leader.

Pictured in the middle are the drives of the group, which
indicate the natural predisposition and motivation of the
group as a team. Pictured around that are a number of
attributes which are relevant to (self) guidance of the team.
This deals with three categories:
-

-

-

communication & to connect

people management:
engagement and team work

management by objectives:
goals and rewards

With group focus in mind you can assess the level of management attention that is needed for this specific group, given its tasks.
You can find the most effective management style for this group under the heading fitting management styles. Group hallmarks are
aspects which should be taken into consideration when managing the group.

rational management:
analysis and logic
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With RealDrives you can measure the drives of teams and individuals. In
RealDrives results you can read not only the team pattern but also how you can
best guide the team and what the dangers and blindspots are. With the
individual drive profiles you see how people are put together, how they adjust
their behavior to their environment and what judgements or feelings they have
about their environment. The difference between people become concrete and
manageable.
RealDrives is very well suited to:
1.

making cultural patterns visible and a part of the conversation

2.

improving internal and external cooperation between teams

3.

providing a better understanding of how to motivate people

4.

making communications more effective

group hallmarks: indicates a number of aspects that
need to be taken into account when leading the group.

5.

understanding why people do what they do

6.

improving organizational functioning

Low scores in red indicate a possible blockage or blind
spot.

7.

increasing professionalism in leadership

group focus: indicates the natural orientation of the
team. High scores in green indicate that the group is
highly focused on this aspect, and therefore won’t need
extra attention from management.

comfort zone

fitting management styles: depending on the team
pattern you have different options for guiding,
inspiring and activating people.
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RealDrives also offers individuals their own report!
Aside from the team profile RealDrives also generates a series of results for the
individual, among which two detailed reports, the first on his/her role as a team
member, and the second from the perspective of a leader.
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